
 

 

 

60 is the new 40 …........ 

 

So 2013 was the year when I planned to have less stress, to spend more time in Devon, to give up my various committee posts, 

and generally to have more time for myself to do “retirement” things – and to some degree I have been successful.  I have 

managed to get down to Devon at least one week a month (although not in November or December) and often sneaked in 

another week or a few days when friends have been staying.  This year my friend Jayne stayed when she first came back from 

India, and for a couple of weeks just before she went back to India in October, but she spent the summer working in a hotel in 

Birmingham which paid more than the minimum wage she had been earning at Dartmouth Country Park last year.  So the house 

was empty and I enjoyed the peace and quiet to myself on my visits. 

 

So through the year, as each AGM came up, I stepped down.  I gave up being secretary of Aces (after 28 years with the club), 

and the Assistant Secretary of Middlesex Association of Ringers (although remain as membership secretary) and although I 

didn't actually manage to ditch the job of Secretary of Chiswick Choir I have now got someone else dealing with the emails, so 

all I do is the minutes and the web site.  The number of emails I now get each day has decreased dramatically and I have really 

begun to notice recently that I have some time at home to potter with my various projects, or even just do some cross stitch. 

 

Things have otherwise ticked along routinely this year with all the usual activities and no particular highs and lows.  Mike is fit, 

well and  active – he has organised and participated in many quarter peal ringing days as well as organising the Intrepid canal 

boat trip and the Barnes Ringers Summer Trip.  He regularly helps with the Barnes learners on a Saturday morning, and 

organises the Friday night Quarter Peal rota, and runs the Friday night practices – as well as running the practices at Chiswick on 

a Monday. I have stuck more to handbell ringing – seems more civilised to be sat down in someone's warm living room rather 

than standing in a cold tower and it is kinder on my arthritic wrists.  Sadly my dear friend and handbell mentor, Roger, died at 

the beginning of the year.  I miss him very much – and indeed he is very much missed by a great many ringers – and particularly 

by our handbell group at Guy's.  I took over organising the peal attempts at Guy's as I felt it was something Roger would have 

wanted.  I have rung 14 handbell peals this year, and have just scored my 60th in hand – who would have thought it! I am now 

trying to master the art of ringing an inside pair – and have struggled through a peal of Cambridge Major on 3-4. 

 

We have continued our singing activities – both of us with Chiswick Choir and Mike with Cantanti Camerati.  We are also doing 

Messiah again with Goldsmiths at the Royal Albert Hall, and Mike sang Belshazzar’s Feast with them at the Festival Hall in 

October.  I went along to watch – I didn't feel I could learn difficult music with them at the same time as learning Chiswick 

Choir stuff.  I don't get to as many rehearsals these days, with my trips to Devon, so I have to rely on rehearsal CDs to learn the 

music outwith the rehearsals.  I often put the music on my phone and try to learn it while walking the dog, which works quite 

well.  Chiswick Choir did Bach's St John Passion in March, a summer concert of Elgar, Wagner and Liszt, and for the Autumn 

concert we did Vivaldi Gloria, Handel Ode for St Cecilia's Day and The King Shall Rejoice from the Coronation Anthems.  So 

that was 3 CDs costing £25 just for one concert! 

 

I stopped walking with my ex-husband Malcolm at the beginning of the year for one reason or 

another, although we still keep in touch with the occasional phone call which is nice.  Suki and I 

still go out walking with Maryanne in the 

Chiltern Hills quite frequently – Maryanne now 

leads Rambler walks for the Amersham group 

so we often go out to recce new ones for her 

portfolio.  I also go to Burnham Beeches when 

I feel the need for a proper walk in nice 

surroundings as it is only about half an hour's 

drive away.  But of course I get lovely walks 

when I go down to Devon – either on Dartmoor 

itself or on the Parke estate, which is a National 

Trust property, or in other nice areas nearby.  

There is such a wealth of nice places to walk 

near Bovey that I haven't really ventured 

anywhere else in Devon – although I now have 

two walk books which have been written specifically to be dog friendly which 

have some lovely looking walks in them.  I must try and be more adventurous 

next year – both in Devon and when in London as I  now have Explorer maps 

for all the Chiltern Hills so plan to do some of the walks on my own with Suki. 

 

My regular trips to Devon have been really great and I absolutely love being down there and just being on my own for a bit to 

recharge the batteries.  I ring handbells with a band in Exeter – we have rung some Qps in 2013 including a couple of surprise 

royal.  I have also rung a couple of peals on a mini ring in the garage of the tower captain at Bovey which is a nerve-wracking 

experience as I spend the whole time convinced I am going to miss the sally and completely lose control of the bell.  I enjoy the 

local practice at Bovey tower too (Devon rounds and call changes) – they are a friendly group and the practices are fun.  One of 
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the lady ringers, Ann, has also persuaded me to go out ringing 

with her on a Friday evening at Wolborough, in Newton 

Abbot (method) – she picks me up and gives me a lift there 

and back.  She has also introduced me to the 

Moretonhampstead handbell ringers – who ring tunes and are 

absolutely brilliant.  They have a huge number of bells and 

complicated music with many different ways of sounding the 

bells other than just ringing them.  They hit them with 

hammers, tap them on the edge of the table, flick the clappers 

and thump them down on the table.  It is manic but very 

effective and I love ringing with them.  I even joined them for 

a handbell festival and competition – two hours of handbell 

ringing!  It was great fun and a very enjoyable experience and 

I felt hugely privileged to have been included. 

 

So that sounds as if I am very busy in Devon, but apart from ringing I have long lovely walks, 

and go to visit Mary and that is about it.  I can have nice early nights and I do a lot of cross stitch 

and reading as well.  We had a really lovely hot summer and I spent a lot of time sitting in the 

garden and relaxing.  We had a new drive this year – we share a drive with the neighbours and 

they were having it done so we went in with them as it made sense.  It looks very nice in 

herringbone brickwork.  There is a handyman who keeps the lawns cut and the hedges trimmed, 

and I also got a tree surgeon in to prune the trees and cut the hedges right back so the garden 

looks reasonably neat and tidy but not particularly cared for.  I have taken all my sewing things to 

Devon now – and this year finally got round to making up the Elephant cross stitch and the 

William Morris tapestry into cushions. 

 

We have had our usual trips away this year.  In May Mike organised the 

Intrepid trip  Lichfield to Worksop via Nottingham and Newark– we were 

on the boat for two weeks, the first week taking the boat from its mooring 

in Stourport to Lichfield for the start of the trip proper.  Then the second 

week from Lichfield.  We were supposed to be going on the tidal Trent but 

unfortunately when we got to Cromwell 

Lock we weren't allowed through because 

they had closed the lock due to there being a 

sandbar across the entrance which had come 

down with the floodwaters there had been 

recently.  So the boat had to turn round and 

plough back up the Trent against the flow 

and Mike had to cancel the towers for the 

rest of the week and rearrange replacements 

along the Erewash canal instead.  Suki and I did a lot of walking on the trip – walking miles along 

the tow path and river bank.  At the end of the trip I manage to drop my Galaxy S3 phone into the 

canal!  Luckily it landed on a shelf just beneath the surface.  I fished it out and had a good cry!  

Then remembered that the advice is to remove the battery and dry everything out and leave it for 

24 hours.  I did this – and it was good as new when I put it all together again.  I just had to buy a 

new cover for it.  I was most impressed. 

 

In June I had my usual trip to Turkey – I spent 17 days there and hardly moved from beside the pool – although I did swim 50 

lengths every day before breakfast!  I did a lot more self catering this time – using the lovely fresh vegetables from the market in 

stir fries – which I enjoyed.  I have a friend out there called Kate and one day we took the 8 am ferry across to Club Marina and 

walked back around the bay which was really nice (so I wasn't completely inactive) and we also went for a turkish bath together. 

I also summoned up the courage to go in to Fethiye on the local dolmus on my own – and bought a beautiful bedspread for 

Devon.  I flew back to UK on the new 787 Dreamliner – Thomson Airways had acquired it a few days earlier and were 

obviously trying it out on their shorthaul passengers before putting it in to service on the long haul.  It was quite an experience – 

with a screen in the back of the seat in front which had games, films, flight info etc, and plenty of leg room for a change. 

 

In July the Barnes Ringers went to Cheshire for their 5-

day summer trip, based at Alsager and organised by 

Mike.  We had really good weather and I was able to sit 

in the churchyards and cross stitch most days.  I didn't 

do much ringing – by choice – and enjoyed the trip 

much more than I expected.  The hotel was very good 

and we ate there every evening as it was a little way 

from the main street where the restaurants were and we 

preferred to just collapse in the bar in the evenings than 

go out. 
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In August we went on Roving Ringers – all 3 of us.  Having announced my retirement last year I 

had been anticipating looking for a cottage to stay in near the tour so that I could provide support 

for Mike to go on it, but in they end they changed the format and stayed in a bunkhouse for 5 

days – and this meant Suki and I could stay in the bunkhouse too.  This worked really well.  

There were a couple of Rovers who cycled with Mike (Penny Bradsell and Anne Donaldson), 

while Suki and I went out for long walks around Dunwich Heath and Forest, Walberswick and 

other parts of the Suffolk Coastal Path.  Mike cycled 250 miles and went to 35 towers during the 

week.  I took the wheelchair in the car a couple of times when there was a long cycle at the end, 

or at the beginning of the day which meant he didn't have to tow 

it and he could have a good run on the the bike.  We had good 

weather and I was often able to sit in the sunshine in the garden 

in the afternoon while I waited for the cyclists to get back.  The 

last two days the tour moved on to a youth hostel and Suki and I 

went home and I was able to do the washing and sort all the stuff 

out.  Then on the Saturday I went back to Ipswich and Suki and I 

walked round the Alton Water reservoir before going to pick up Mike from the last tower in the 

afternoon.  The weather by then was pretty wet and miserable.  I managed to get Mike, Penny, 

handbike, Penny's bike, wheelchair, bags, dog and me into the car and took them back to the 

youth hostel they had cycled from in the morning, to reunite Penny with her car and then head 

off home. 

 

The cyclist who had the bad accident last year, Tony, was not there but he did make Reunion in 

February having just got out of hospital. Mike has since taken him out ringing a few times and 

now he has his car he has been to Chiswick ringing a couple of times too. 

 

Lorraine gave up the church job in June and went to Majorca for two months to work in the restaurant with Amanda and save up 

for her second year's tuition fees at college.  This will be her final year and she has decided not to go straight on to university but 

to try and get a job in the field first.  She does a day's volunteering at the convent (where Mike plays the organ and I push old 

ladies on a Wednesday) and also some volunteering with Thames Outreach, doing a night shift till 2 am picking up homeless 

people and finding them somewhere to sleep.  At this time of year she also does a huge amount for Crisis at Christmas. 

 

Amanda is expecting a baby girl in February 2014 – so I 

have been cross stitching madly since July when she 

announced it.  Lorraine and I went to visit her in March 

and had a few days in the warmth!  We helped clear the 

garden and put up the swimming pool etc and also had a 

great barbecue and fun evenings watching films (and this 

time I didn't get drunk despite the huge strawberry 

tequilas!). 

 

 

In September the family went to Butlin's again – 

this time I booked myself a room in one of the 

hotels on site, which was really very nice and gave 

me my own space. It had tea making facilities and a 

small fridge which was all I needed.  I was able to book the same dining room to 

eat with the family.  We all watched Ollie enjoying himself on the various 

activities and rides, and Lorraine and Leanne went on the “Go Ape” experience 

twice! Lorraine, Leanne and I took Ollie swimming and I was persuaded to go 

down one of the water slides – well shamed into it by the 3-year old really.  Not 

my cup of tea!!  My brother made a super little DVD film from all the various 

videos we had taken. 

 

At Butlin's we came up with the idea of going up to Manchester to visit my 

brother to exchange the Christmas presents this year – every year for as long as I 

can remember it has been the other way round with my brother making the trip to 

London.  We only went up for an overnight stop but it worked really well.  We 

treated ourselves to first class on the train – and John met us at the station and took us on the tram out to Audenshaw (that route 

had only been open a few weeks) where there was a lovely pub doing great food right next to the Travelodge where we stayed 

overnight and all only about a mile away from where John lives. 

 

Mary (Mike's mum) is keeping well and being well looked after at Tracey House Retirement Home – and we are hoping that this 

year she will come to the house in Devon for Christmas lunch with us and perhaps stay over for a couple of nights.  Last 

Christmas Mike and I thought we would stay in London for Christmas Day for a change as we have never been able to do that 

before, and that we would be available for ringing, and Mike could play the organ, and we would go out for lunch.  However 

things didn't work out quite the way we had planned – they had enough ringers without us, someone else played the organ, and 
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lunch would have been £85 each before drinks which we thought was excessive.  So we ended up driving down to Devon on 

Christmas Day and having cheese and biscuits when we got there.  Well it certainly made a change – and the traffic was light! 

 

Carolyn has had some health problems this year, 

Leanne is still a full-time mum, and Ollie is very 

cute!  We had our usual annual Crem visit at the 

end of June—being something of a family 

tradition on or about Mum’s birthday since 1989. 

 

 

 

 

I have recently bought myself a new PC – it is an all-in-one which I hadn't even considered before but is actually exactly what I 

wanted, being portable enough to move into another room if I want to work somewhere else, but robust enough to be more like a 

desktop pc, with 8 usb ports and a 23” screen.  I am also now the owner of a mini iPad – shock horror, I have actually bought 

something made by Apple!  I have surprised myself by being very pleased with it although I could never go over to Apple as my 

main computer.  It is very light and compact, even fitting into the map pocket of my cagoule, and is very useful for watching TV 

in bed in Devon!  I bought it mainly because I wanted the mobile version of the ringing program I have to practice handbells on, 

and the app is only available on Apple products and there is no plan to make an Android version.  But actually I use it for quite a 

few other apps too.  We also now have a smart TV (Samsung) – great for watching iPlayer and now means we can watch TV and 

record something on another channel (yes our previous TV was that old!).  I finally got round to buying myself a new bed – I 

should have done it ages ago.  I sleep so much better now, it is so comfortable, and it also raises to provide storage underneath 

which is very useful.  And Suki clearly approves!  Mind you she can sleep anywhere .. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So that’s about it for this year.   

 

 

There are more photos on our web site at www.wigneys.co.uk, on my blog at jillwigney1.blogspot.co.uk 

and also on the Roving Ringers web site at rovingringers.org and on the Barnes Ringers web site at 

stmarybarnes.org/bells—all of which I maintain along with the Chiswick Choir site. 

 

With our very best wishes for a happy Christmas and a peaceful 2014. 

 

 

 


